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Da Manz Dat Knw They Knw 

lol 



We do not promote young Sikhs to 

start gangs or break laws, we want 

our youth to be educated and have 

successful careers, and prosper in 

society in a positive way. This gang 

stuff is just something we did 

because we thought it was right at 

the time; if we could take back time 

we may have not done it.....but we did 

and this pack is more like a flash 

back at the past for us and for anyone 

that supported the movement, it’s a 

trip down memory lane. 

 

 



Sikh Unit MUSic Project…… 
Our Music project was started to put Sikhs 

on the map in UK hood rap, and to get our 

experiences and views to the Sikhs living in 

the ghettos of the UK. For far too long, the 

hood Sikh youth have been neglected and 

not given a voice or platform by other 

Sikhs. So our music project gave us and 

other Sikhs from a similar background a 

platform, the mic become our most valued 

asset, and a weapon to hit the soul of 

ghetto Sikhs in their day to day struggles. 

Snobby Sikhs have always looked down on 

the poor slang speaking working class, our 

music project was a way of saying a big 

fuck you and we don’t care what anyone 

thinks we are who we are. 

 

The Sikh community is full of youth 

indulging in sex, intoxicants, meat, sin, and 

corrupt activities. We had to lace it down and make the real shit look cool, for far too long 

all the fake shit and wanna be shit has seemed cool and we had to turn the tables. With 

Gurus kirpa I think this music project was very successful over the years we received so 

much feedback. I’m on about thousands of messages, were people said this tune hit them 

hard, and they felt our pain in that tune. How this tune made them change etc. Music is 

very inspirational, so all the youth that are involved in music projects for their crews or 

orgs, keep it up, cos u can change lives…………… 

 

For far too long the general Punjabi youth think that Sikhi is uncool and a thing of the past 

(so they treat Sikhi as a formality), but in reality Sikhi is the coolest and most precious 

thing on earth (although I must admit there is wanna b fudus ruining the image of Sikhi). 

The tunes are aimed to bring back the Sikh pride in a ghetto generation that has turned 

their back on Sikhi because they feel ashamed of their religion and community due to the 

influences of western society. 

 

Some Feedback from Fans 

 

“You have done a wicked job, me and my friends think twice about what we doing now, I 

have given up drugs and am conscience about my dress sense” – Kiranjit Kaur (Leeds) 

2005 

 

“I was checking a Muslim dude, and after listening to you tunes it made me alert of certain 

things and I asked him certain questions and then I realized I was being used and abused” 

– Sharon Kaur (Derby) 2006 

 

“The tunes inspired me to keep my hair and read about Sikh history I am hoping to take 

Amrit soon, Thanks for being a bridge between me and Guru Ji, means a lot” – Jatinder 

Singh (Nottingham) 2007 



 

 

“I love you guys man, you mans repped it hard, the tunes are hard brother. They inspired 

me and made me feel proud of being a Sikh” – Amrit (Coventry) 2008 

 

“I am not going to lie; I became a vegetarian straight after listening to the Meatarian tune 

on Vol 3 lol” – Simran Kaur (Hackney East London) 2009 

 

“The Tunes are sick, they made me think and I think they are good for the youth that are 

going school in these times of peer pressure” – Sukhjinder Kaur (East London) 

 

“From your Mixtapes I learnt that the biggest power in this world is love, when you have 

love for God you will recite his name, and when you recite his name the love increases. 

Shaheeds have given their lives because of love, not hate. When you see God in everyone 

and love everyone it is hard to see injustices and crimes on humanity. We must show 

compassion to all of God’s creation therefore it is important for a Sikh to be a vegetarian 

and become environmentally friendly” – Nav Singh (New Zeland) 2011 

 

“Brothers since I have listened to your tunes, I have took my Sikhi more seriously, I 

realized we must all help teach the younger generation Sikhi, this can be done by helping 

in Kids camps and becoming good role models. I Try and go to the Simran programmes at 

my local Gurdwara as it is food for your soul. (Simran is a vital process to purify your soul). 

We must do seva as much possible because we do not know when we will die and the 

service of the creation is a necessity. It is important to look after your health as the body is 

a temple of the soul. It is every Sikhs duty to resist attacks on the Panth; we must unite 

and make noise against people that are out to destroy Sikhi.” – Kirpal Singh – Canada 

(2010) 

 

Our Albums 

 



Sikh Unit Clothing Project……….. 

 

 
 

As Sikhs we should have pride of our lion & lioness heritage. Our homeland is Panjab, our 

ancestors roamed and lived like lions and lionesses and spilt their blood on the soil of 

Panjab, when it was needed to defend righteousness. We should be proud of our brave 

heritage and glorious nation; we should be loyal to our nation and raise our kids with Sikh 

pride. We should live in honour and live a life full of morals. G5 Dizine & Sikh Unit designed 

these tops to remind us of our heritage, they are available in different colours and sizes. 

They are sold by our brothers at G5 Media, who have helped us over the years. All the 

money raised from these is put back into Seva by G5 Media. Even dough our Sikh Unit 

projects are at a end, we hope these keep selling as these tops are not personal to Sikh 

Unit members or fans, in fact they our personal to our nation. We would like to take this 

opportunity to thank G5 Dizine & G5 media for all their help in the past, present and future. 

Click on this Link to buy: http://www.g5sikhmedia.com/shop. If you can’t find the tops, 

contact them and ask them. 

http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.g5sikhmedia.com%2Fshop&h=bAQGGWbem&s=1


A Look Back At Sikh Unit Clubs & Events! 

 We opened up many social clubs for Sikhs only, some 

shit you have to keep personal and in house to 

strengthen the cohesion of the Sikh community only. 

We allowed all the politically correct fudu shit and 

blatantly told everyone, that only Sikhs are allowed 

to attend all Sikh Unit Clubs, any Sikh bringing any 

non Sikh to our activity clubs.  

Some of the clubs we had: 

Football: This helped with our fitness and gave us the 

bonding we needed and gave other Sikhs a chance in 

the area to meet new people. 

Martial arts and sparring: This helped us prepare for 

battle on the streets and we taught Sikh kids how to 

fight if they ever needed to defend themselves, if you 

are too shook to spar you will never have the 

confidence and guts to fight in reality. 

Social clubs: we organized trips for Sikh families to 

recreational resorts across UK; some families were to 

poor to afford these otherwise, so in a group you get 

a big discount. We also went to cinemas and funfairs 

in big groups all wearing khalsa colours and khanda 

tops! This showed people Sikhs are still alive and 

proud. 

We did a youth forum, in which Sikhs could just come 

and chill and talk to each other about their problems, 

a lot of young adults also started dating each other and finally got married! If this platform was not there who knows 

who they would have married. They also got to know each other before they got married.  

We had a talk once a month in a hall (which we rented, or a member’s house). Sikh history and Gurbani were discussed; 

we always ended the talks with Simran and kirtan.  

We tried opening a Sikh Unit Gym, but we never got around to it. Plus it would have been to bate, our enemies would 

have known where to find us, but we were going to keep the name Singhs Gym, but you know how it is we have to many 

Sikh rats that leak info to the alis!  

Unlike other orgs our org was more community welfare, an not to much about religion, so all our events were laid back 

and the youth enjoyed themselves, we allowed swearing etc lol we used to swear ourselves lol , just wanted people to 

have a good time and feel comfortable being themselves, the only rule we had was respectable dress sense, didn’t want 

girls coming with half their tits out or wearing mini skirts with bare legs.  

ALL SIKH UNIT CLUBS ARE SHUT DOWN AT DA MOMENT  

 



Did Sikh Unit Promote Violence & Gang culture? 
 

 

 

One problem we faced when we was active was backlash from snobby Sikhs, who said we promoted gang 

culture and violence. They pretend to be all educated and talked down to us, because they lived in their posh 

areas and had never been punched in their face, they were full of ego thinking they knew it all and had 

supreme logic, and they committed, so much slander against us. But they were very far from the truth, they 

might have degrees but there common sense sucks........ 

A gun can be used for a bad reason and a good reason, it can protect a family from an armed robber or it can 

be used for the robbery. In the same way a gang can be good or bad, a gang just means a group of people with 

the same mission. This mission can be exploiting children (bad) or protecting a community (Good). We was a 

gang of people that protected our community, people tend to think every gang is bad cos the media make it 

out that way! But aint this the same media that said Iraq had nuclear weapons, and when allied forces 

bombed Iraq and killed its children they showed this as an heroic act on the news (media are not God, they are 

full of shit most the time). Infact Sikhi has always worked in crews, the Misls were crews, and gang is just the 

modern day name for crew. Forming a gang is not a sin; it’s the activities that make it a sin. If protecting our 

community is a sin then we are the biggest sinners and proud of it. Sikh history is full of violence & bloodshed, 

but real Sikhs never violated any body we defended so we are resistant (which is the opposite of violent). Sikh 

Unit promoted resistance, not violence, we never violated anyone or promoted it, we urged all Sikhs to defend 

themselves and form gangs to protect their local communities from the onslaught of gangs that targeted Sikhs. 

Infact we put our neck on the line to protect the rich wimpy Sikhs, they were getting done all the time and it 

brought besti and dishonour to our whole community. Someone had to show the enemy we are not a walk 

over. So many Sikh families dissed us, but when they had problems of grooming or bullying come in their 

house they belled us. Too many weird fudus in our community who open their mouth before thinking they are 

like programmed robots, who think they are brainy and logical, but they are arseholes to be honest! Only God 

can judge us!!!  



Killaz Experience in Pentonville Jail…By Simran Kaur (11/04/2012) 

 

 

Extract from a letter he sent me: 

"yo simran this sum mad jail princess, fucking wake up there’s cockroaches on ur fucking chest - nasty shit lol 
ders Bengalis wid oily hair lol, no Sikhs apart from few drunks and they make alcohol wid oranges here called 
hooch lol wankers! Ders sum next apna he got a lot of respect even by the pakis, he is massive lol he got 
caught wid bare keys of heroin, he used to work for the Adams family (sum notorious crime family in north 
London) he is ok wid me - he gave me some of his canteen (that means a lot in jail-canteen is like gold here) , I 
met bare class mates in ere u remember Patrick from our class lol the fucker robbed sum one wid a axe lol he 
recognized me after all these years! Check this I’m 3mins walk away from Shaheed Udam Singhs cell - they 
have preserved that cell as when people go in there they can’t sleep - so no one is allowed in there, I feel 
weird that I’m in the same place where he used to be. Even the guards know his name and are like who ever 
we used to put in that cell came out disturbed lol so they can’t put no one in der no more lol - yo I went to the 
jail gym and I saw the list of records set in there, it was a apnas name who lifted the highest bench I was like 
gwarn - put a smile on my face! My cell mate is sum triad boss, he been in jail for years and is getting 
transferred so he stopping here for a few nights, he was in Leicester jail he goes 2 Singhs ran that jail, they are 
massive and wear orange turbans, and in the yard when they jog their chest moves and everyone moves out 
of their way! They have got caught sneaking a gun in to jail and they nearly killed a bully of the jail by 
smashing weights on his head after that no one fucks wid dem! They have been in since 1980's during the 
times of the Sikh struggle lol sum mad shit sis, noting else gwarning I thoughts id share that wid u man!"  

 

 

 



Our experience with drugs ....By Sikh Unit  
 

Before we got a bit in to sikhi, not saying we some proper 

Sikhs far from it! , We were on the streets dealing and 

taking all sorts of drugs! From Alcho pops to crack houses 

we seen it all, the whole team are going to contribute in 

this write up to paint a picture on how drugs effects lives! 

We aint gona take too much of a Sikhi approach rather talk 

from experiences. 

Any Drug affects your mind state; by intoxicating your 

body with certain chemicals you are causing chemical 

reactions in your body! When your mind state is in 

disorder your action are going to be abnormal, hence 

people get disorientated while buzzing and to things which 

they normally would not when sober (even moderate use 

effects behaviour). Most people tend to make some sort of 

fudu out of themselves, end of the day intoxication is 

always going to end bad hence the word TOXIC anything 

toxic is harmful. When buzzing it is easier for negative desires to overtake your thoughts, the 5 evil passions kick in, lust , 

anger, ego ,attachment, and greed!  Mans will fight over greed for the last shot etc, mans act bad and start fights when 

buzz up!  

U get attached to the drug which is a sensory worldly pleasure! Mans will rob for drugs, people will have sex in club 

toilets when buzzing, kiss random people, etc! Cocaine is a commonly taken drug amongst Punjabis in the UK, the fact 

what people don’t know is that more girls are on it then boys! Every drug has harmful effects to health & Mentality, 

some addicts steal from their own families to support their habit. Some sell their bodies etc to get a hit (dose), people 

lose a lot of morals and principles, when they are a proper fiend! The person completely changes and their health 

messes up badly. Alcohol is killing Punjabis big time and destroying families and causing a lot of broken families. Sad to 

see a lot of our people smoking cigarettes (easy to start really hard to quit), this damages health and messes up fertility 

badly. If pregnant it causes damage to the baby, passive smoking ruins others health around you etc, but it’s happening 

with in our community and is a growing trend. So many people are in prison or mental health institutions because of 

drug abuse, drugs seem like a way to get away from your problems but you just end up getting into more shit.  

Nuff mans taking steroids thinking it’s all safe and that, but it messes u up like any other drug don’t believe in the hype 

that there is a safe amount of drugs, any amount has an effect on your health! As for dealing people do it cos of lack of 

opportunity or greed, and it normally ends in you being murdered or a lengthy prison sentence! Say no to all drugs and 

enjoy a drug free life, go gym etc, read Gurbani! Don’t learn the hard way cos there might be no coming back for you! 

We are losing a lot of kids to drug culture, people are suffering from H.I.V, due to sharing needles, and are dying from 

overdoses or allergic reactions to chemicals in the drugs, it may seem like a little fun, but the consequences are not fun! 

Don’t, mess up your life, drugs is a path of doom and gloom, weed (skunk) makes you dopey and lazy. Only take drugs if 

you have been prescribed by a doctor, other than that just food and water!  

 

 



Our Message To All The Sikhs In The 

Hood. 
 

 

 

Our heart goes out to all the people suffering and struggling to get by in the 

ghettos! To all the broken families and abused children to the deprived 

poverty driven children we feel your pain! The system sucks our blood and 

puts us in catch 22s, but while we are awake the fake are asleep cos they aint 

seen much grief, they have not seen what we have seen! To all my hustlers 

tryna put food on their table for their kids and doing what they doing out of 

desperation, we understand your pain my Gz! Our heart goes out to all the low 

creeds and looked down upon people living through hardships in the hoods of 

the UK – only we know what we go through and why we do da tings we do – 

the fakes could not last a day in our shoes – fuck the egotistical snobs, 

throughout it all always try and remember waheguru regardless of the pain 

we go through out here – fuck the system! Even dough we are against all 

odds, and we are trapped destined for jail or an early death due to the 

lifestyle we are forced to live – keep ur head up and smile don’t let them take 

our sense of humour, when they do this we have failed. We will always be 

looked down upon by mainstream Sikhs who have got it cosy, we may have 

the same religion, but we have a different perception, stick with like minded 

people and the real, in these times we have to be strong like steel! Waheguru 



thanks for all the meals you have gave us, its hard down here when there is so 

much shit against us, so please protect us. 

Sikh Unit Alcohol Alert (12/12/2006)  

 

The amount of Punjabis dying from alcohol related disease is appalling, for a nation whose religion forbids 
Alcohol it is rather a sad state of affairs. Families are being destroyed by the loss of life or messed up 
behavoiur due to this poison.  

When u get drunk u r intoxicated, hence the word TOXIC - that's why u vomit cos the body rebels against it, it 
is saying “get this out of my system”. Alcohol ruins your physical health and mental ability. Some girls that I 
know have had babies but they can’t even remember the father cos of a drunk one night stand! A friend of 
mine is in jail for a stabbing but he honestly doesn’t even remember it. 

Look after your body and health and they will look after you! Even dough our religion is against drinking this 
poison, Sikhs are known as one of the biggest drinkers, outsiders think it is in our religion to drink, we make 
our kids drink at a young age, we get our daughters to open and pour shots for us! Drink is destroying our 
families through domestic violence, destroying our morals and ethics and killing lots of punjabis each year! 
Girls and guys falling over, puking outside clubs, with second hand food on their kara etc  WAKE UP MY 
SOLDIERS AND WARRIOR PRINCESSES, AWAKEN UR REAL DESTINY!  

 



 
The Pain runs deep......... Extract From Randeep Singhs Diary:  27/09/2007 

 

It’s been a hard year, the bags under my eyes are big 

and heavy, due my sleepless nights, I keep all my 

emotions trapped inside, they only come alive when I 

grab this pen inside alone at night, killa and dem mans 

write bars to get their chest light, I can’t mc, so it is this 

diary I write, diary you are my best friend, I can express 

to you without any judgement.  

 

Last year I thought the community I risked my life for 

was so pure, but looking deeply into it, it has been 

contaminated and is rotten from the core (not many 

real passionate peeps left). We have taken Sikhi and 

misused it, instead of spreading it; I see so many abuse 

and dilute it (Only Punjabi could do this we have took it 

for granted). Most girls that we fight for are not like the past Sikh girls, they would have died before entertaining an ali 

and ending up in a mess. If our sisters never entertained them how could there be abuse and blackmail, when 

approached why wasn’t it a simple NO. I had an argument with a fellow comrade, he aint holding it d-low, he is walking 

with his pistol and says no matter where or when he sees them (our rivals) he will blow. He can’t see it but I know where 

he will go, to jail as another criminal. What good is he for the panth from his cell? Killa is disheartened due to all the 

snaking and shocked at some amritdharis he once rated turned out to be fakes, he said to me lets pack it all in, and let’s 

make money and get of this hood ting. I said to him, you’re the reason I’m in, until we have kids we can’t be leaving, how 

can we pack it in when our foes are still operating, and most our people are sleeping, being tricked by the enemies 

scheming, Sikhs may have degrees and riches but when it comes to the real shit they are thick and act like bimbo bitches.  

 

My heart is aching, for our community our lives we are risking, but Sikhs have become our real opposition, all the 

backbiting, hating and snaking, sometimes I think for who am I fighting? Shall I just let shit happen and let them learn 

the hard way, or shall I stay strapped and keep protecting. I am confused, the passion I had for my people is being 

diffused, the closer I get to the Sikhs, the further I want to be away from them, apart from my unit, I aint seen many that 

be on the real shit. I only get peace when I do simran, I still feel a rush and good buzz when I punish a guilty enemy. But 

now I have doubts like is this the life for me, but then I read our history, and I know this life is what I’m destined to be, 

even if the community don’t appreciate it I have to do it for me, so when I die and if Guru ji comes to meet me, I can say I 

never sat back, I did try to improve things. My heart is in pain, I feel disheartened, the community that I used to look up 

to is twisted and broken, fame, ego, jealously, hatred, and knocking next Sikhs is all I see. When you spit the real shit 

they can’t see, they even change the Gurus philosophy. Its 2am I need to get some sleep, waheguru waheguru 

waheguru, without tears I weep, why has our community gone so weak?  

 



 
 

My Days of an vigilante begins (extract from the diary of Randeep singh) 13.7.2006  

 

*****Randeep Singh is no longer with us; he passed away from a 

knife wound in 2008. But I have typed up some stuff that I have from 

his diary it is emotional*****  

 

“I had to do something, I couldn’t just stand by and watch our 

community getting targeted and demolished the way it was, I am 

ready to make a stand to retaliate, tyar par tyar to retaliate to 

anything the enemy throws at us. I will sacrifice my freedom and life 

if I have to, but I must remain calm, as I want a family and Sikh kids to 

help our community for the future, the life of a vigilante is hard and 

full of obstacles, waheguru has given me this brain, I must switch off 

from the emotions that make my blood boil, I must have the balance 

of hosh and josh in alignment. I am not living in 1699 were I can chop 

the heads of our enemies and flee to the jungles; I must be cunning 

like a fox, disguised like a ninja, and silent like a cat catching a bird. I 

must plan, have objectives, have longevity as my main aim; my mind is the greatest weapon I have in possession” 

 

“I must go home to my family after each mission, and live a double life, even dough I am willing to sacrifice my freedom, 

it must not be needlessly chucked away, everything should be planned right, and if I still lose my freedom, then I will 

take it like a soldier, - a random event of self defence out of nowhere, is the only time I should be doing time. Other than 

that no one shall know if I exist or not other then the comrade with me on a mission. I do not need my name to be big, 

nor do my enemies need to know who I am or who attacked them, I will attack, and if he lives, he shall wonder why he 

has been attacked, he will think back at all the wrong he has done and repent and think it must be revenge for a sin he 

committed. I shall conceal my identity as a Sikh, as I do not want a backlash on my people. I do not want to lose any of 

my boys to prison or death, there is too little of us, our operations must be to the highest pinpoint standards, and 

surveillance and intelligence is our key. Patience is our virtue, but the risk of death and prison is not a fear factor for me, 

I see it as an instrument that will bring me home to my family. In Sikh history our battles have been fought in totally the 

opposite way from which I am fighting, the Sikhs showed their face and proudly took the consequences. I will face the 

consequences if need be, but I will avoid them for as long as I can, I want to do as many missions as I can for the panth. 

One aint enough, the more I do the less it is. I don’t want my family to meet any reprisals from my actions, I’m a ninja I 

don’t exist I am a part of the mist. We can’t lose any soldiers; each one is too great of a loss. We are low in numbers as it 

is, it’s a hard path, but how can I resist. Our crown is being spat upon and being dishonoured, our women folk are being 

raped, I am a lion and these punks should have not rattled my cage. But I shall not roar, I will not stand distinct with a 

bana or scream the jakara, I will be small, petite, and sly, wear all black like the night, and come and go in silence. When 

I come home I will then do a jakara and wear my kara and orange ramal and thank God for the victory, and if I shall die, 

only then shall people know my name. I will leave my legacy in this diary and I’m sure my fellow comrades should 

honour my memory, I am a nobody, I’m a mona, but I will not turn my back on my community” 



 

 

My prey......(extract from the diary of Randeep Singh 18/01/2007 

 

 

I study my prey, I say prey but don’t take it out of context, I’m a lion so all my enemies are my prey, but I am not a 

vulgar, I am a justice distributor. I rely on my artillery and Guru, the man made courts do not appeal to me, I am in 

charge of my enemies destiny, I will not no authority decide  the penalties of my enemies, my metal and my actions will 

deliver justice for me, they will never betray me, my 440c Knife  & my 9mm can never betray me. I rely on myself and 

obtain all my bravery from the NAAM, at Amrit vela; I never fail to wake up with Gurus Kirpa. I remember all the past 

warriors as I meditate, I vision the glory of their sword, I see mia bhago and her horse. I hear her voice with biras, go and 

get them. I see the smiling faces of the Sahibzadey, I see baba Deep Singh draw the line with his khanda. My body 

shivers, I get goose bumps, and my spine tickles. The naam vibrates my body, my knife is shinning, and the Gurbani I 

read is glowing, in my third eye the light of goldness if burning. My eyes brows are twitching, the world is spinning, but I 

feel free, happy, and calm. I make every night count and build up my  power, I can’t get enough, I see shaheed Singhs 

walking through my body and giving me cold chills, I am at climax , but I can’t get enough, I want more. I want to do 

darshan of more shaheeds, I want to enter this next world, I hear the sound of kirtan and all of a sudden it stops and I 

awake with a red face and red eyes.  

Today is the day, I have studied my prey, everything is pinpoint and accurate, and today is the day he will pay. The press 

ups, weights, sprinting, will pay off, after I achieve my victory. Ohh shit I see him, my blood rushes fast, my heart beats, I 

feel geared to go , chemical changes in my body must be controlled, I must not let my adrenaline turn into fear, that’s 

when mistakes are made. I have made my mind up of my form and ways of combat. .................Waheguru 



waheguru....................I come back home, this was a solo mission, I shall not tell a soul, not even my comrades; no one is 

to be trusted. It is between me and God, it is for the betterment of humanity I deliver justice as a preventative method 

and a form of protection of the innocents who are the real prey. Until I pass away I will continue to assault my prey.  

 

We Are Our Own Worst Enemies.......By Sikh Unit 
 

If Sikhs were united and there was no betrayal amongst our 

community we would never be defeated by anyone. Guru 

Gobind Singh Ji explained to us the Importance of unit with a 

practical example:  

Guru Gobind Singh Sahib, the true King was staying in 

Anandpur Sahib. One day Guru Ji, told the Sevadaars to 

cook a lot of rice. When the rice was cooked they were 

piled in a heap, then Guru Ji asked the Singhs to bring 

some deer. The deer were brought and allowed to eat the 

rice from the pile. All the deer ate some rice each and 

went away. The Singhs asked Maharaj “what does this 

mean?" Maharaj told them he will explain it tomorrow. 

The next day Maharaj asked that a few dogs be brought 

to the same pile of rice. When the dogs were brought to 

the pile the first one took a mouthful and the dogs started 

fighting, the pile of rice was ruined (they were all over the 

place drowned in blood) and the dogs left injured and hungry. Maharaj was laughing at this scene. 

 

Daya Singh asked: “Maharaj, what is this? Yesterday you fed rice to the deer and today to the dogs, what does 

this mean? 

 

Maharaj said: “Singhs I have given you instructions for the times to come. If you act like the deer in a united 

manner, you will find satisfaction and success, but if you fight like the dogs did, you will get bloodied and beat 

up and will not get anything" 

 Unfortunately at present as a community we have taken the path of the dogs…. 

We know we are not role models or perfect Sikhs, but we wanted the kids in the slums to know about their 

heritage so we set up our movement. Sounds simple but the most disheartening thing was to find out how evil 

some Sikhs are. After a while I realised that the worst enemy of the Sikhs was the Sikhs, when things are this 

bad, it is very hard to find the motivation or courage to keep going. That enthusiasm and loving energy is 

turned into paranoia and anxiety.  To be honest in my years of dealing with Sikh community I have learnt that 

there is a lot of write off issues which are beyond repair. It is hard to remain positive with so much betrayal 

and snakes. I have witnessed so many youth being used and abused for hidden agendas but portrayed as 

panthic matters. Treachery is not a rare thing with in the Sikh scene; even charitable organisations with in the 

Sikh community get hated on by other Sikhs (that says it all).  



 As an org we have had more hate mail from Sikhs than any other community. So many Sikhs have snitched on 

our brothers and sisters that were doing what they had to for the panth. So many Sikhs spread propaganda 

about our org, out of jealousy. After a little while you end up getting bitter and start doing your own ting, this 

is inevitable, there is only so much a person or org can take. When you reach the point, that the same 

community you fight for shits on you, it all becomes worthless! Not many are keeping it real it is a dog eats 

dog world and when you’re locked up, that’s when you find out how many people really care. 

When people like us come from the street into Sikhi and the Sikhi scene u have hope like this is your new 

family, when u realise the dirty politics, users and abusers you become hopeless and bitter its happened to 

many people that I know , it’s a bad state of affairs! Telling the real facts to our peeps is like talking to a brick 

wall these days; I guess we just got to let everyone learn the hard way! 

We have fingers pointing at us from mainstream Sikhs that we make Sikhs look bad, but we are a reality, we 
were the voiceless the forgotten slum dog Sikhs in the ghettos! We have paved the way for many other 
youngsters in the hood to speak out about real shit and the messed up reality we live in. Like tupac said:  a 
wise man will c a tacky rose grows out of the concrete and appreciate it, but the egotistical man would 
compare that rose to a normal pretty rose!”  

 WE DONT GIVE A FUCK WHAT PEOPLE THINK OR SAY ABOUT US, IT DONT PHASE US, ONLY GOD 
CAN JUDGE US. MIDDLE FINGERS AT ALL MY HATERS AND ENEMIES! 

Live in Honour or die trying...By Sikh Unit 
 

We had to start Sikh Unit in East London, 

because Sikhs mainly religious ones had 

become used to being victims, it was a 

everyday thing for them. The spirit of the 

Sikhs was broken with the heavy onslaught 

of crimes committed on the Sikh 

community! Everywhere you went you 

heard of bullying and grooming cases. The 

types of crimes we heard about were heart 

breaking, Sikhs used to get their Karas 

snatched of them, then pissed on. Any Sikh 

Girl wearing a Kara had her ass pinched in 

town center and if she reacted in an 

offensive way she was spat at. People only 

harass you and violate you if you let them, 

that’s why a stand has to be made to show 

people you are not going to let them! 

When the Government wants a road to be 

one-way, they put a no entry sign. In the 

same way Sikhs need to put up signs all 

over the UK that send the message of we are not taking it no more. That responsibility is down to all of us, as 

we all reflect our community, if you become a push over, everyone will think all Sikhs are like that, if you make 

a stand they will think twice before messing with another Sikh. Not all black people are brave, but we think 

that because most of them make a stand. Not all Chinese people know kung fu, but we think they do because 

we know some of them do!  



 

No one is born to be a victim, God has given us life to meditate on his name and enjoy (in a positive way). No 

one is to oppress or violate you. In this life you have to fight for your rights and honour, vultures of all kind are 

out there to bully or harass you. You have to respect yourself and love yourself, only then will you want to 

protect yourself. Fear of another human being is to be eliminated, why fear another human, when you can do 

to them what they can do to you. No man is immortal we all bleed red, death by metal can be inflicted on any 

human as no one is untouchable! To live under oppression is like living under slavery it is one and the same!  

To dread going to school due to the class bully is something that should not exist amongst Sikh kids, but 

unfortunately modern day upbringing by parents fails to remove the fear factor. Sikhs are not meant to have 

ego, but we are meant to have the honour and pride of a lion/lioness, this means we have confidence in our 

appearance and roam around this worldly jungle proud of our long hair and beards! Sikhs are not to tolerate 

abuse, or be the joke of the class! We must learn verbal and physical retaliations and apply whatever and 

whenever it is necessary. The puppet system which has been taken on by modern parents was the same 

system that the Gurus rejected. Our Gurus taught us self reliance and instilled in us dignity with an immense 

warrior spirit. This spirit was not just to protect oneself but to protect humanity. The Khalsa was injected with 

the fearless passion of the art of war to uproot evil from planet earth. Getting slapped about or living in fear is 

not the lifestyle of the khalsa! The Nishan Sahibs are flying but spirit of the Khalsa has been downtrodden by 

our cosy and greedy lifestyles. Sikh Kids need to be trained from a young age to take no shit of no one, and to 

never back down from their bullies! We are not here to be victims; we are here to be victorious! If someone 

smacks you smack them harder, only way to survive, once you lose your honour and dignity it is only 

depression and humiliation! 

786 Khilafa Meeting Speech…..By Sikh Unit 
 

 

 



Back in the days for many years we sent our brothers in undercover pretending to be Muslims, to befriend 
them and learn what they get up to. In this way we tried staying a step ahead and counter attacking their 
move and alerting our local community of what to expect (even dough most Sikhs didn’t take us seriously). I 
am going to share a speech which was made in an east London mosque on the 27th of December 2007.  

“It is with great expectations that we have made the decision to approach a person who has actively taken the 
step towards heaven by converting a heathen to the chosen faith” 
 
“We join together to applaud you and the great mother who has given birth to one who has brought a Sikh girl 
into our faith. Through her we can see a strike being made against a religion which has been a thorn in the side 
of Islam for over 500 years. We would have converted the whole of India to Islam if these kaffir Sikhs had not 
been born. The Khilafa would have spread all over Asia by now” 
 
“But you have been chosen! You will have access to all the maidens when you go to heaven including your 
present one if you wish. For you have done the ultimate action of converting a heathen” 
 
You have a duty not to stop at one! 
 
“Islam allows you four! Why have you stopped at one! Where are the other Three! You should use you style 
and gift to get more Sikh Kaffir girls for yourself! The Sikh girls are usually slags and usually stupid enough to 
believe anything you say. You should try and convince your present girlfriend to give you leads. Because that is 
how the Kaffir should be used! Don’t ever let her think that she can rule your heart; that is not her place! She 
is in your clutches; USE HER! Tell her that she will also join you in heaven if she only agrees to share you” 
 
“If you don’t do this you will show your attachment to her and not to the true deen! The messenger (SWA) and 
Allah (SWT) and Islam expect you to serve! DO IT! If she objects you don’t have to stick to her, for she is 
expandable! It is your duty to hunt for more! Go and do it! This is the way forward to ultimate destruction for 
the Sikhs and the establishment of the Khilafa, where Islam will give us all that we pray for! Sharia law needs 
to be implemented on the earth as quick as possible” 
 
We are with you and will help you in anyway. 
 
May Allah and his messenger be with you! 

 

Sikhi Da Only True Path, all the rest are false!......By Butch Singh  

My write up...... (Sikh is the only true path): 

Over the years I have studied all religions of 

the world in-depth, I have spent years studying 

original sources and the true essence of all 

faiths of the world, this was not done on 

google etc, I took it much deeper than that. I 

can assure you all faiths other than Sikhi have 

impurities. Sikhi is supreme and the only true 

path, the other faiths have many false and 

meaningless rituals, and they have many 

corrupted and unjust ideologies. The Guru was 

a form of Waheguru on earth, while all other 

prophets did many misdeeds. I can assure you 

that only Sikhi leads to a path of total purity, if 

someone can prove me wrong I will end my life that’s how sure I am. All other faiths have many flaws and are 



contaminated with specs of Sin. However in Sikhi we are not to have ego about this, we are to thank 

Waheguru for our blessed destiny. We are to preach Sikhi and spread the word of the Guru with love not 

force. 

 

Most other religions refuse the keeping of hair which is Gods natural way of creation. They also have ritualistic 

animal sacrifices; they are blinded and think by making poor innocent creatures cry in pain and fear and then 

kill them, that God will bless them. The Hindus believe that only the high caste can attune to God. .....If you 

compare the lives of our Gurus to the lives of other prophets, the Gurus were in a next league. The lifestyles of 

the Gurus were totally righteous and pure, not one finger can be pointed towards them.  The Gurus rejected 

all faiths and called them false openly in many shabads, the Gurus preached Sikhi and reformed many people 

from the false faiths and brought them into the path of Sikhi. Our Guru is the SATGURU – the true Guru. If all 

the other religions were perfect why did God create Sikhi? Everything I say is backed up in Sri Dasam Granth In 

bachitter natak, where Guru Ji describes a conversation between him and Waheguru, God says to Guru Ji go 

down and create a true path; all the ones on earth are false. The Gurus did not respect false faiths, the Gurus 

respected humanity. The Gurus never treated people badly, but they always spoke the truth regardless of 

people’s reactions. The Guru exposed flaws in the religions of his period, without any fear.  The Sikh Gurus 

stood for humanity and justice, even when Guru Teg Bahadur Ji gave his life, he didn’t say “Hinduism is true I 

must die for it”, he made a stand against oppression 

 

When varied sects got prevalent, then Muhammad, the beloved of God was born. The nation got divided into 

seventy two divisions and many types of enmity and opposition erupted. The world was bound to roza, id, 

namaz, etc. Pirs, paigambars aulias, gaus and qutabs came into being in many countries. The temples were 

replaced by mosques. Less powerful were killed and thus the earth became replete with sin. Armenians and 

Rumis were declared apostates (Kafirs) and they were decimated in the Battle fields. The sin became 

ubiquitious all around. (Bhai Gurdas Vaaran, Vaar 1, Pauri 20 of 49) 

 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji says “Without rule, religion cannot flourish, and without religion you are doomed” – Sri 

Dasam Granth Sahib Ji 

 

Our Stance on Amrit....By Sikh Unit (29/08/2009) 
People these days make me laugh, they have started dissing 

(mocking) Amrit and say it is a ritual and fake (Pakhand)! 

They say Amrit is not an important part of Sikhi and is to 

extreme (I.e. it is a thing of the past). Amrit ceremony was 

started by Guru Nanak Dev Ji; he made Charan Amrit (Amrit 

of Guru Jis feet). This was done to test the humility and 

devotion of his followers. This was repeated by all Gurus, but 

Sri Guru Gobind Singh Ji transformed it to Khandey Bata da 

Amrit (The immortal water of saint-soldiers).   

Our father Guru Gobind Singh Ji had to take Amrit (do we 

know better than him?) it is a vital part of the Sikh religion! A 

good son and daughter tries to follow their father’s footsteps 

to the best of their ability (only if their father is decent and 



there is no better role model than our Guru). If a person is weak and can’t take Amrit due to their own downfalls they 

should be big enuff to say that! Instead of making up slander and start dissing Amrit! We agree people do rush Amrit, 

this is no good cos you will end up breaking it and making a mockery of it, some of us lot rushed it too. There are a lot of 

people that have made Amrit into the numbers game. When you are new on to the scene they tell you Amrit is the start 

of Sikhi. In our opinion Amrit should be worked up to and should not be a start (there is so much to learn before that 

step). Amrit should be the icing on the cake, it is vital that you have the right knowledge and intentions before you take 

Amrit. It is very important that you have practised the lifestyle over some time and find it relatively easy to perform 

regular code of conduct. Please do not rush like us; we don’t want youth making the same mistakes as us.  

Take your time and learn things when the thirst is there, then think about taking Amrit. Amrit is not a formality, the punj 

pairyea gave their heads to receive it, Guru Ji promised he would sacrifice his whole family to receive it; it is a very big 

step full of utter commitment and devotion (you must be ready to die for Sikhi). 

Amrit is there for everybody, but not everybody and anybody should take it. We have to be realistic, only people that 

are very serious about the Khalsa Army should be accepted and given Amrit at the ceremony. It is very disturbing and 

fanatical that people have started treating Amrit as a mere formality and numbers game.  Amrit is a very hard life 

changing step, you have to put the practice hours in, and be realistic not just say “I’m gonna go for it, whatever happens 

happens!” Live the rehat, wake up at Amrit vela; prepare your soul, mind and body. Back in the days after Amrit, Singhs 

and Singhniya, didn’t live long, they had morally given their heads and became shaheeds soon after Amrit. These are the 

deep things to think about!!! 

So many people take Amrit and are complete cowards, the Khalsa was put on earth to defend others, hence Amrit was 

there to get rid of cowardliness and make warriors out of mere men and women. In conclusion, Amrit is important for 

every Sikh, but you have to be realistic and only take it with the right intentions and knowledge. It is better not to take 

it, then to take it and break it like many of our members have. Learn from our mistakes!!!! 

Me & My Gootka (The Love of My Life) ……By Butch Singh 

 

(Above is the picture of the gutka killa gave me, this is the best translations I have seen) 

Hi guys you might remember me from our ride out video, anyway manz been on road for one 
year now, and even dough i still cut my hair etc I’m looking into my religion now, I have been 
in jail for some time. The day i came out; killa came to see me, and he gave me this gutka with 
translations (above pic is exact one), he said it’s how he mainly got into sikhi by reading the 
translations. I have been reading Anand sahib and Choupia sahib translations when I can, and 



trust I’m loving it and i want all da galdem and mandem to get it - I know you can get it from 
dtf books store in birmz on soho road, and missionary center in Southall! (Sikhi is a personal 
journey and you got to start somewhere, we are all on our own levels, do not let no one put 
you off Sikhi, it is your own path which should be done from the heart at your own Pace).  

 

 

Our Inspiration……By Sikh Unit 

 

 

After reading her story, we felt that it 

was a shame that Singhs could not 

rescue her or save their little sisters 

honour. We reflected on what was 

happening in the UK, we felt how can 

we point fingers at the Singhs in India 

when our sisters in the UK are being 

groomed by pedos, so after reading 

this story we formed Sikh Unit to fight 

gangs that were exploiting innocent 

Sikh Girls (we didn't fight for the slags 

or sell outs) But there was a lot of Sikh 

girls who were genuinely getting 

harassed etc. 

 

The Story of this sister was our 

inspiration to wage war and not 

tolerate anything from the enemies of 

the Sikhs.  

 

By mid-1992, the Indian Police in Punjab had lost all sense of morality and considered human 

rights to be a joke. On June 25, 1992, 15-year-old Harpreet Kaur Rano was stopped while riding her 

bicycle in Amritsar’s Ghio Mandi. 

 

Harpreet Kaur was very interested in the Sikh struggle and used to consider the Sikh fighters her 

brothers. When the newspaper would print a notice about the Shaheedi and bhog of a Sikh fighter, 

she would cut out their picture and keep it in her purse. 

 

The police decided to search her purse. When the pictures were found, the excuse to arrest this 

young Sikh girl was found and she was taken directly to the famous torture center at BR Model 

School in Amritsar. She was put in the custody of Thanedar Darshan Lal who punished Harpreet 

Kaur for her “crime”. In that dark torture center, only Vahiguru knows what suffering and brutality 

Harpreet Kaur faced. 

 

Despite her family’s best efforts to free her, the newspapers reported that Harpreet Kaur along with 

3 other “terrorists” had been killed on June 27, 1992 near Sultanvind. Her body was not given to 

the family. The family went to the cremation grounds at Durgiana Mandir and in one pile of ashes, 



Harpreet Kaur’s sister recognized a Kara. The two sisters used to wear identical Karas and the 

ashes were recognized as Harpreet Kaur’s. No justice was ever expected or delivered for this cold-

blooded murder. 

 

 


